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Justin Gave Thanks

more 20th Century Psalms
listen to the wind and the
rain; they are not “good”
or “bad.” they just are.

---

trying is not the way;
what comes, comes by
grace. not trying is foolhardy; who else but you
must do it? so what do
you do? one Zen master
said: “Veer with circumstances and do the best
you can.” We are here,
whether we like it or not,
and life is painful, whether
we like it or not.

When mind becomes onepointed (concentration) it
then becomes no-pointed
(meditation – the Turiya
or 4th state of Consciousness) with no subject-object relationship. only the
subject remains – this is
reality.

---

everything you see is a
symbol. the unknowing
look for diversity; the wise
seek only unity.

By Justin stone

he who diminishes his
wants and needs gains
power. he who is receptive
learns. he who feels what
can’t be seen is guided
intuitively. he who is sad
when he triumphs, he
understands.

---

When all “coincidences” in
our lives are summed up,
they point to a necessary
pattern.

---

We are sad when we do
not get what we want, and
unhappily cling to it when
we do get it. We envy
those who have what we
do not have and jealously
try to protect it when we
do get it, living in fear of
losing it. as the song says,
“it’s a heartache either
way.”

---

---

there is one energy; there
are innumerable transformations. the worm
eats the buried body and
the bird eats the worm.
Dying, the bird nourishes
the soil, in which grows
the tree. man eats the fruit
from the tree, and, when
he dies, in turn is eaten
by worms. Which of these
transformations is the
real?

the lavender skies of
Kyoto will soften the
sharpest edge.

---

one might ask whether
saints and sages became
that way because of spiritual practice or whether
they started out that way
and naturally turned to
spiritual practice.

---

---

each death is also a birth.
how do you know we are
not dying into something
better? so why all the
grief? are we grieving for
the departed or are we
feeling sorry for ourselves?

are we all exiles from
Paradise? each body cell
knows the way back.

you can’t seek truth
when your emotions are
involved.

---

Reprinted with permission from Good Karma Publishing.
This title is currently out-of-print.

“T AI C HI C HIH

IS A

S ERVICE

TO

H UMANITY . I T

IS A FORM OF

L OVE .” Justin stone, originator

Why seek truth or reality?
seen properly, it’s shining
in every moment’s activity.

May The Vital Force Be With You
FEEDBACK ABOUT REMEMBERING JUSTIN
“thanks for sharing all the recent experiences about Justin. i loved it.
i can feel the conversation. talk about really listening… i loved hearing Judy hendricks mention something “off the cuff” about Justin.
and i overheard Carmen Brocklehurst tell a “Justin story” while in
the restroom at conference. Both examples were in and of themselves
“no big deal,” however, they were way cool since i’ve had such limited
experiences with him. it would be so great to keep hearing about him
through stories from others who lived with him and knew him so
intimately.” – APRIL LEFFLER, PROSPECT PARK, PENNSYLVANIA
The Vital Force would like to run a Justin remembrance page as long
as people share stories.
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS IMAGE FROM AUGUST 2012
“i love the picture of Justin in the resting pose – the one with five of
him in varying shades of whitish to blackish – in the last issue of The
Vital Force. is that a poster? i would love a copy. makes me warm all
over.” – TERRY JENNINGS, HONOLULU, HAWAII
if “enough” subscribers are interested (please drop me an email at
tcc@kimgrant.com), we can make it happen.

MATCHING FUNDS
as you consider your year-end charitable
contributions, please inquire whether
your employer offers matching funds. it’s
an easy way to double your tax-deductible gift with “the-effort-of-no-effort.”
The Vital Force, and the adjunct www.
taichichih.org, is a 501(c)3.
Happy Birthday, Justin.
YOUR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTIONS PUT TO
November 20
GOOD USE
there were multiple, overwhelming and spontaneous acts of generosity at the Portland conference and beyond its borders. one teacher
donated funds to reprint 10,000 copies of the popular t’ai Chi Chih
promotional postcard. another teacher donated funds to add new
pages to www.taichichih.org – for dedicated pages for forthcoming
conferences (www.taichichih.org/conference_2013/) and for presentations given at the prior year’s conference (see www.taichichih.org/
conference-2012/). a request on www.facebook.com/taichichih raised
funds to begin archiving (and posting) 25 years worth of back issues of
The Vital Force. (see www.taichichih.org/vital-force-archives/)
Kim grant, alBuquerque, nm

Please update your contact information on www.taichichih.org by sending an email to changes@taichichih.org. and please ask all active
teachers you know to do so. there were hundreds of bounced emails for current subscribers when sending Justin’s death notice.
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Submission Guidelines
Please send articles as Word documents, electronically, to
tcc@kimgrant.com. if possible, please tailor your submission to a particular section; the newsletter will hang
together better that way. a 1/4 page in this newsletter runs
about 200 words; a 1/2 page is 400 words.
We are always in need of photos and artwork. Please send
high resolution jpgs, which the editor will crop and edit.
if you have 10-12 pieces of related artwork – calligraphy,
drawings, photographs, or something that will reproduce
well in B/W – please submit them for consideration in
an entire issue. The Vital Force reserves the right to edit
submission for length and clarity.

Deadline: Jan 1
Publication Date: Mid-Feb
overcoming obstacles to Preparing
teacher Candidates
Deadline: April 1
Publication Date: Mid-May
Climb The Joyous Mountain:
What do you like about it?
how do you use it in your classes?
Deadline: July 1
Publication Date: Mid-Aug
Spiritual Odyssey:
What do you like about it?
how do you use it in your classes?
Deadline: Oct 1
Publication Date: Mid-Nov
to Be Decided

Web Site Updates
the on-line database (for www.taichichih.org)
will be updated within a week of the following deadlines:
January 15, march 1, april 15, June 1, July 15,
september 1, october 15, & December 1.

Because of financial pressures,
The Vital Force will now be
shipped via media rate instead
of first Class, which may result
in a delay of one week or so,
depending on where you live.

editor: Kim grant • membership: mary ruiz • submissions: send articles, poetry and photos to Kim grant at tcc@kimgrant.com or to the Vital force, P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque,
nm 87199-2674 • memberships: send membership subscription requests, renewals,
remittances and changes of address to the Vital force, P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque, nm
87199-2674. memberships are $40/year, $50/year for international. members receive four issues of the Vital force. the printed annual teachers Directory costs an additional $15/year. it is also available for free at www.taichichih.org. if, for some reason, you do not receive an issue,
send an e-mail to: vfjmembership@yahoo.com. • Design: amy K. Brown
the Vital force is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization serving t’ai Chi Chih practitioners worldwide. • Board of Directors: Dora Derzon, guy
Kent, lisa m. otero. • Copyright 2008 the Vital force Journal inc. not for reprint, redistribution, or reuse in any format without written
permission. all rights reserved. • t’ai Chi Chih® is a federally registered trademark of good Karma Publishing, inc
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Features

no more stink Bombs

finding home

By Cynthia WinlanD, alBuquerque, neW mexiCo

By larry Bloom, sanDy sPrings, georgia

i

plead temporary insanity for agreeing to write this article for
The Vital Force. i am not a writer. i can’t turn a phrase, no
golden words fall off my tongue onto the page. Punctuation
is not my forte, nor are adverbs, adjectives and hanging whatevers.
i went to the fall 2012 t’ai Chi Chih retreat to be with my
teacher, Carmen Brocklehurst, to work on my tCC movements,
to reconnect with my tCC friends who live on the other side of
the country and now the other side of the world. the only time i
get to see some of them is during a retreat. i was really looking
forward to this retreat. so was the outside world.
i met Cynic, the writer (no need for names), who used every
comment, every word as ammo for his/her cynical stink bombs,
which were thrown about without thought or consideration
for the feelings of others. i grew up in a family of stink bombs.
i threw them myself without thought or consideration. i hurt
people. some people didn’t want to be around me and, after
spending the retreat with Cynic, i don’t blame them.
after moving to albuquerque several years ago, i found tCC.
Suddenly I didn’t have to be cynical; i didn’t have to throw stink
bombs. I found a better way to live. i cry at retreats because i
feel safe there. i am surrounded by people who won’t turn my
words around and throw stink bombs in my face. I found a peace
that I never thought I was worthy of. i know i still have along
way to go. i still have lots of things to let go of. for the first time
in my life, i feel like i am home.
this is why i feel so dismayed when i hear squabbles about
keeping the knees bent all the way through a tCC practice. i feel
like my home is being threatened. i don’t want to lose my safe
place. my safe place is everybody’s safe place. Come on, people.
a tCC practice can be over 30 minutes long. that’s a big ouch
on the knees. We all know that tCC is about being soft. Justin
stone told us to be soft, not wimpy, not hard, not cold. Justin
recognized the Chi
because he was soft,
because he was safe.
We should honor
tCC by building a
safe place for the
Chi. Justin has
already joined the
oneness, the wholeness of the Chi. It
is now up to the
living, to us, or will
we slice and dice
and pulverize the
Chi into nonexistence?
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

i

was jostled awake last night by a strong line of thunderstorms
passing through town. roused from a peaceful sleep, i watched
and listened as bolts of lightning illuminated the windows,
causing shadows to dance on the ceiling. each flash was followed by a resounding string of thunderclaps. the storm quickly
passed and i was left lying still in the quite dark space of my own
thoughts. as my attention on the storm waned, a flood of thoughts
about the events of the previous day and plans for tomorrow were
served up spontaneously by my mind. there i lay motionless in
bed, but internally thoughts were churning at 90 miles an hour.
trying to resist seemed useless as they continued to spring up on
their own.
some years ago, getting back to sleep right away would have been
out of the question. But after three years of practicing t’ai Chi
Chih, something has changed. lying in bed I began to redirect
my attention to my breathing. feeling gratitude for each joyous breath as it made its way in and out, i became aware of the
sensation of fresh air on the linings of my throat and lungs. slowly
inhaling and exhaling, those annoying thoughts that were keeping
me awake dissipated and joyful “no thought” emerged. i was soon
back asleep.
I hesitate to say exactly what has changed, but i sense a deeper
effect of practicing tCC. it produces a calm, joyful stillness inside
me. getting in touch with that stillness has changed me somehow.
i am more aware when my racing mind is automatically responding to the thousands of bits of stimulus it perceives every minute.
i can more readily sense when my thoughts are in command and
not me; when i am reacting when i should be reflecting. my ability
to observe and quiet my overactive thinking has grown. While far
from perfect, i better understand what it means to be active externally yet calm internally.
this situation might be likened to working in business and
interacting in the community, then returning home as a place
for recuperation, to interact with family and to stay in touch with
my own awareness.
Turning inwards to
consolidate the vital
force through TCC,
i seem to emerge
with greater love and
wisdom as i interact
with my family, the
community and
the world. i have
the sense my spirit,
or Shen, has been
scrubbed and revitalized. i have found
home.
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Minnesota Voices

student reflections

finding my Dad

ComPileD By sue Bitney, riChfielD, minnesota

By Carolyn aPt feigal, roChester, minnesota

i

thought i was signing up for a t’ai Chi class when i first started. i stayed with t’ai
Chi Chih because it had fewer movements to learn than t’ai Chi. i like that it’s
like a moving meditation. When i first started practicing, feelings sometimes came
up. i would just notice i felt some sadness. now i sometimes feel warmer. i sometimes do rocking motion in my head to help me focus, slow down or relax. – C.N.

i

came to t’ai Chi Chih as a method to find calm after a hectic workday. i enjoy the
sense of peace i experience at the end of my practice—the feeling of “calm awareness.” i’m working to remember that state, those feelings, as a way to add more
tCC to my week. i hope one day to be able to say it has become a wonderful, healthy
habit. – ANON.

i

started t’ai Chi Chih three years ago, not knowing what it was or what to expect.
the word in the class description was “gentle” and i thought, “that’s for me.”
i have rheumatoid arthritis and gentle movement could only help. little did i know
this practice would improve my balance, range of motion, mental health and just
make me feel like a better person. thanks to our teacher sue and her leadership and
guidance, tCC has become a welcome part of my life. – C.S., MINNEAPOLIS

a

s someone who has always wanted to practice meditation, i’ve found t’ai Chi
Chih to be a perfect way of incorporating that into my daily life. the moving
meditation of tCC is a wonderful way to be in the moment, focusing on gratitude
for what the day and the inspiration of balance has brought me. – FROM A FOUR YEAR
STUDENT

i

was looking through the local community
education and spotted a class that caught my
eye: t’ai Chi Chih. the description read like so
much of the information that had been around my
parents’ house. i was finally at a point in my life
where i could take an evening a week for myself
and have some “me” time. Driving to my first class,
i felt excited, nervous and anxious. “Could this instructor possibly have known my Dad,” i wondered.
she was an accredited teacher; he had been, too. he
had lived in minnetonka, minnesota, however, and
this class was 90 miles away.
When i found my place in class and opened the
folder of information we were given, it was like
looking at the information that had been in my parents’ house. It took my breath away and tears were
close to the surface. again i wondered, “had she
known my Dad?” after Bonnie closed the door and
class was starting, she looked over her shoulder and
asked, “Did someone just come in?” i thought to
myself, “Dad is here.” No one physically came into
the room but I believe his spirit was present.

a
t

as Bonnie led us through the tCC movements, they
were familiar to me. I soaked up all the movements
as if my Dad were leading. i had never taken a
formal class from him, but he had instructed my
husband and me at home one saturday morning,
22 years ago. i could feel myself react with a smile
or head nod as Bonnie shared her knowledge with
us. “Did she know my Dad,” i kept wondering, especially when she mentioned attending conferences.

t

When class ended, Bonnie looked straight at me
and said, “Do i know you? have we met before?” i
said, “no, we’ve never met, but you might know my
Dad. his name was Joe apt.” she gasped and told
me he was her “grandpa” in her TCC lineage. this
news brought my tears to the surface. she not only
knew of my Dad, she had a close relationship with
him. this was everything i had hoped for and more.
We shared a big hug and i had a connection to my
Dad, who had died in July 2010. tCC had given my
Dad so much joy. When my oldest daughter once
interviewed him for a class paper and asked what
he wanted to be remembered for in his life, he said
he wanted to leave a legacy of tCC. his wish was
fulfilled as i looked at Bonnie, a student of one
of his students, his “granddaughter,” so to speak.
namaste, Dad.

centering and calming peace ... this is t’ai Chi Chih for me. i love the group
practice and the energy that flows around and through us. – BEV B.

’ai Chi Chih practice provides a respite from the week’s activities. i enjoy the
balance and flow and the calm re-energizing that occurs when i’m doing tCC.
sue’s a marvelous instructor – non-judgmental, while providing information and
adjustments for movements. it’s also great to see a variety of people involved in tCC
and benefiting from it. What i enjoy most is the process of feeling my brain and body
relax and the peaceful awareness and acceptance i feel after practice. – ANON.

’ai Chi Chih works as a social and meditational body warm-up. it was very difficult for me to do after i suffered a stroke but the instructor was compassionate
– and here i am seven years later with nearly perfect attendance. TCC is the rose
among doctors who know nothing about it. all they really know is that tCC seems
to calm people and so it’s suggested as a means to deal with depression, anxiety and
stress, all helpful in the healing process. – JIM NELSON

i

came to “t’ai Chi Chih 10 years and nine months ago because of overwhelming
stress caused by work and home demands. i needed comfort. i’ve gained so much
more. tCC has reformed me as a person. i am balanced at my core, which allows me
the freedom to respond to life’s challenges with internal reflection and calm. When
i am most stressed i do rocking motion, either physically or in my mind. rocking
motion connects me to the earth where my rhythm joins the universe. i immediately experience a sense of balance and calm. i know i can handle whatever comes in
life. namaste. – SUE BITNEY
Conference 2013 – Minneapolis (August 1-4)
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Minnesota Voices

Could tCC Do all that?
By laurie JaCoBi, minneaPolis, minnesota

B

efore a recent business trip, my host sent frantic emails
saying the place i was to stay would be under construction
and it might not work out for me to stay there. as i had no
other options, i could have worked myself up into a frenzy, which
is exactly how i would have handled such a situation in the past.
instead, i felt a deep calm and a knowing that all would work out
just fine when i arrived – and it did.
i spent a week with someone i’ve known for a long time. her
idea of humor is to put people down, laugh and think it’s funny.
i used to think so too but not anymore. i found myself
withdrawing and finding it all very hurtful instead of
humorous. When i experienced discomfort in my body, i
used to call the doctor right away and assume the worst.
Now I hear a quiet inner voice that guides me, tells me
what i need to change in my diet or other habits, and the
problem resolves itself.

transformation
through movement
By riCK Chasin, minneaPolis, minnesota

f

rom the first moments of the level-one class, i knew in my
heart that t’ai Chi Chih was going to make a huge, positive
impact on my life. now, one year later, each movement takes
me deeper with every practice, and the practice has also become
a teacher. the deep experience of physical and spiritual bliss has
been amazing. as the body adjusts to the movements and becomes
more fluid, the benefits increase exponentially. When practicing,
i enter a very deep, special, nurturing space as the circulating Chi
purifies the body and soul. That feeling carries over into my daily world
and helps me face its challenges. i
am lighter, more fluid, and feel as
though my whole being is being
adjusted in a beneficial way.
i am so grateful to my teachers, who
gently pass this great gift along.
Practicing with others has also
brought great rewards. and,
although i never had the chance
to meet Justin stone or hear
him speak, his teachings and
legacy become part of me each
time i practice tCC.

i’ve been practicing t’ai Chi Chih for 14 years and teaching for 11. Could it be changing me slowly over time?
Could these slow, circular, gentle movements really
have the power to remake me from the inside out? I
think so.

like snow sliding
off a Bamboo
leaf

tCC
By the
river

By silVia, Plymouth, minnesota

i

fell in love with t’ai Chi Chih in the
first class. its intuitive, repetitive and
meditative movements felt simple yet
profound. the practice of being mindful
of the weight shift when the heel and toes
naturally come up so slightly without one’s
effort reminded me of Zen in the Art of Archery by eugen herrigel,
whose master told him he could learn from a bamboo leaf when
and how a shot should happen. A bamboo leaf will bend lower and
lower under the weight of snow until, at a certain point, the snow
suddenly slips to the ground without the effort of the bamboo leaf.
tCC seems more like an art than an exercise. all the benefits to
health and healing are by-products through the process of mastering the art through daily mindful practice. i am very grateful to
Justin stone for originating tCC, and for my tCC teachers Judy
george and marlena Vernon for their respect and loyalty to the art
of tCC.

The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

By VanJie Bratt &
Carol moCKoVaK,
minneaPolis,
minnesota

W

e moved into the Becketwood Cooperative in south minneapolis in 2003 and began teaching t’ai Chi Chih there
that fall. in 2005, an outdoor practice began at hidden
falls regional Park in saint Paul in the summer months. members
of the Becketwood classes joined people from the surrounding
communities to practice the slow, meditative movements of tCC
alongside the banks of the mississippi river. this past summer
marked the seventh year that the practice was held in the park. the
beauty of the location—with birds flying overhead, the river flowing past, herons keeping watch, fish jumping and dogs patrolling
the shores of the opposite bank—creates a feast of the senses.
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Guiding Thoughts

it’s all about the Practice, Practice, Practice
By sr. antonia CooPer, osf, north PlainfielD, neW Jersey

C

onferences are always an amazing experience. each of us leaves
more enriched and energized
than when we arrived. and so it was this
year in Portland, oregon. there are no
words to express the thursday morning
t’ai Chi Chih practice in the Chinese
garden as the sun began to slowly illuminate the space in which many of us
flowed fully in the richness of the Chi.
from the first practice thursday evening, to the final Cosmic Consciousness
Pose on sunday… and with everything
in between, my gratitude is expressed to
the Portland tCC teachers for creating,
preparing and gifting us with “Bridges
to Joy.” i continue to be amazed at the
depth of talent, skills and sharing that is
brought to the conference, which truly
is a “service to humanity.” We continue
to be blessed as a community when area teachers step forward and
offer to present the conference for all of us to deepen our practice,
and fully enjoy.
toward the end of conference on sunday morning, i made several
announcements (the august issue of The Vital Force mentioned
Justin’s letter to me prior to the 2005 tCC conference in albuquerque, new mexico in which he shared his revelations). another was
the announcement of an additional teacher trainer. i was delighted
to present Daniel B. Pienciak of howell, new Jersey, as our new
teacher trainer.
one of the main reasons for wanting to expand our pool of trainers
comes out of Justin’s prediction that tCC will enjoy an explosion
of interest, and we need to be prepared for when that happens with
well-qualified tCC teachers and trainers. in asking Justin several
years ago about Daniel as an upcoming trainer, Justin said “that
decision is yours, sister.”
the following is an outline of qualifications that i feel are important
in considering teachers for this responsibility:
1. Be known and respected within the tCC community.
2. Be an active teacher within the tCC community for at least nine
years.
3. attend annual tCC conferences for the same amount of time.
4. host several intensives and three accreditations and/or other tCC
events and complete in-service training at two intensives and two
trainings.
5. Work with and recommend about 10 individuals to teacher training who have become teachers.
6. Be willing to cooperate and work with tCC leadership: guide and

6

current trainers, including:
• attend monthly conference calls
and bi-annual meetings; one at conference and the other at a designated
place for continued discussion and
tCC refinement.
• take an active part in the annual
tCC conference.
you are invited to begin to make
plans for the 2013 annual conference
to be held at st. John’s university
in Collegeville, minnesota from
august 1 to 4, and be “encircled in
Chi.” We will be enriched with hours
of practice, examining the form
through the lens of the 6 Principles
of movement outlined by Justin in
his DVD. these principles can also
be found in his writings: 1. flowing
from the center, leading with the tan t’ien; 2. Proper yinning and
yanging; 3. focusing in the soles of the feet; 4. moving with softness
and Continuity; 5. Circularity; and 6. Polarity.
Justin gives other vital instructions, such as “breathe naturally” and
avoid practicing tCC after a meal, and not after the supper meal.
these and other guides support the principles of movement and
further enhance the circulation and balancing of the Chi.
teachers at the annual conference share experiences through
presentations, offering unique creations in the vendor room, and
reuniting with old friends as new ones are made.
I continue to be grateful to all teachers for gifting the world with
your instructions in sharing the TCC form with your students.
i tell the inmates at folsom during my annual visits that they are
contributing to the peaceful balance in the world outside the walls
of their imprisonment, because that is what is taking place within, at
their core. transformation at every level of being. they experience a
freedom that many individuals never achieve outside the walls, due
to their practice. oh, yes, it is not their practice, for that too moves
beyond time and space and has an effect on the planet and all within
it.
recently one of the teachers shared that as she was doing her practice, she imagined Justin being there, watching her. she apologized
that she may not be doing the form exactly, but she is faithful to the
practice. She sensed Justin sitting there with a grateful grin on his
face.
Wishing you peace and all good as we enter into this autumnal time
of year.
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Training Tips

Barn’s Burned Down.
now i Can see the moon.
By Dan PienCiaK, hoWell, neW Jersey
Editor’s Note: This title references the 17th century Japanese poet and samurai Mizuta Masahide.

W

e’ve all heard the phrase, “t’ai Chi Chih has changed my life.” i had
the thought during this last conference in Portland that people often
give a certain impression on the outside, while the reality might be
quite different on the inside.
it isn’t so long ago that being a school teacher, a priest, and a counselor all
seemed to ask of me that i give off an air of confidence and authority, while inside i neither felt nor believed such things about myself. i was often held back
by fear, or lack of confidence or self-esteem, and struggled with a feeling that
i did not and could not live up to what was expected of me. it’s a wonder that i
didn’t end up in an isolated cave.
at this last conference, antonia announced my appointment as a new tCC
teacher trainer. there were loud cheers and whistles and applause – an old part
of me wanted to crawl away quietly. When called up to the podium, i felt the
room spin and my vision blur in the din of approval. “is this really me? What
do i do? am i going to have to give an acceptance speech?”
then the inner chaos suddenly subsided. antonia said, “But Dan isn’t up
here now to talk to you about that – he has something else he wants to speak
about.” that something else was the post-conference Seijaku course that i
would be hosting in a few days. i was saved. i was grounded in the task that lay
ahead. this is what is real – not a new title, not notes and words of congratulations, not cheers and whistles (although the support was very much appreciated and felt).
Practicing and teaching tCC and seijaku is all that matters. if i can do that
well, i need little more. i stand in awe and gratitude to my students, to Justin,
and to the other dedicated teachers time and time again. this is what saves
me. this is what subdues the gnawing feeling that the other shoe is about to
drop – this is what dispels the ever-looming dark cloud of fear – this is what
overwhelms the subversive message that says, “you’re not good enough.”
i felt a bit overwhelmed a second time during this conference. this time it was
when i realized i had the winning auction ticket for a framed Chinese brush
painting of Chi. it hangs on the wall in front of me as i write this. it defines Chi
as “the energy that keeps one vibrant and whole.” i sit here now, and each day
walk out my door, and every night go to bed secure in the confidence of
this truth.
i recall hearing the words of Kevin Costner speaking at the funeral
of Whitney houston last february, “as the angels come to greet you,
Whitney, hear their words to you: ‘You were good enough.’”
Being a teacher of tCC is a big responsibility for any of us. thinking
about my new position as a teacher trainer is quite daunting if i allow
it to be. But the vibrance of the Chi shouts out other words, reminding me that i needn’t doubt myself. this is the “growth of certainty.”
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

Seijaku: advanced
tCC
By Pam toWne, oCeansiDe, California

W

hen Justin stone first taught Seijaku to a group
of t’ai Chi Chih teachers in november of 1986,
he told us that the most important event in his
life was discovering seijaku. that is a powerful statement.
Justin also said that when he started doing seijaku, it was
a ”key turning point” in both his health and jazz piano
playing. he had previously had triple bypass surgery, after
which his surgeon told him that his heart was good for
another five, maybe 10 years. after less than three years of
practicing seijaku, Justin told us at a 1989 seijaku course
in monterey, California, “it is seijaku that has given me
the confidence to look forward to many years of continued
health and strength.” that confidence was obviously well
placed, since his heart lasted over 20 years longer than the
surgeon predicted. this is a form of “health insurance” we
cannot only afford, but would be wise to utilize.
We know that the benefits of practicing tCC come from
circulating and balancing the Chi. seijaku greatly steps
up the flow of Chi, so it naturally accelerates the resulting health, creativity and spiritual benefits. it cultivates
increased intuition, heightened awareness, and release
from unwanted habit energies.
Seijaku practice makes it easier to adapt to change and
the increasing pace of life today. it develops the ability
to let go rather than holding on to that which no longer
serves us. it focuses the mind, developing one-pointed
concentration so we can be in the present moment rather
than worrying about the future or regretting the past.
most of all, seijaku helps us make progress in learning
who and what we really are, and according with reality.
if you want to go deeper in your tCC practice, the next
step is seijaku. it’s best to have practiced tCC at least a
year and be experiencing a strong flow of Chi before advancing to seijaku. to learn this form, get Justin’s seijaku
DVD. if you already have it, get it out and practice with it.
it is very helpful to also work with an accredited seijaku
teacher. you can find them in the online teacher directory
with a “yes” in the
seijaku column. if
you have respect
and gratitude
for Justin as the
originator of tCC,
and he has given
you another gift,
wouldn’t you be
wise to accept it?
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Illinois Voices

firethroat learns tCC
By tara, illinois
Editor’s Note: An 11-year-old neighbor of a T’ai Chi Chih teacher
wrote this fantasy short story after watching her practice TCC.

o

nce upon a time in a small, beautiful valley lived an
unhappy and lonely dragon named Firethroat. When
a group of animals settled in his valley, the dragon underwent some remarkable changes. one day, four animal friends
happened upon the valley. they were learning t’ai Chi Chih and
thought the valley would be a relaxing place to practice. they
said, “hey, why don’t we stay here forever and never leave?”
they set up camp and later built a house, unaware that firethroat was watching from his cave. finally, the animal friends
went into the field to do tCC. the leader of the group, hopper,
was leading the others in Passing Clouds when Chuckie, one of
the group, saw firethroat coming out of his cave. afraid, Chuckie
started to run, and the others followed him. they ran until they
came to a canyon. firethroat was gaining on them.
Just as firethroat was about to run into
them, they all ducked. the dragon was going so fast he couldn’t stop in time. he hit
the other side of the canyon so hard he was
knocked out cold. the animals dragged him
to their relaxing spot and took care of him.
the next day, firethroat woke up to find
himself in the animals’ house. his head hurt
so badly he could not lift it. he heard sooth-

reflections on tCC’s
long-term Benefits
By BoBBie WeiChman, grayslaKe, illinios

m

y teacher, Donna mcelhose, recently showed me an
article i wrote for The Vital Force in 2001, after three
months of t’ai Chi Chih classes. i wrote it as a letter
to Donna, Justin stone and Carmen Brocklehurst. reflecting on
excerpts from that letter, i see how much i’ve benefitted from
these years of practice. “… i have so much to learn and to look
forward to. i am trying very hard to make tCC a way of life for
the rest of my life. i feel that TCC is something I have been
searching for a very long time … my hope is … to experience
the energy (Chi) of tCC (to) become … stronger … in mind,
body and spirit. i have fibromyalgia … which causes pain and
mental sluggishness … to Justin stone, a very big thank you
for developing tCC so that the average person can develop
their body, mind and spirit. Donna, i feel that i have been truly
blessed to find such an excellent instructor… ”
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ing music coming from somewhere outside. he forced himself up
to check it out. he saw the four animal friends, hopper, Junior,
Chuckie, and earl, doing some kind of strange dance. suddenly,
the music coming from a CD player stopped. hopper turned to
firethroat and said, “ah. you finally woke up.” firethroat asked,
“What are you guys doing?” “We are doing tCC. We have an idea
we could teach you to do tCC as a rehabilitation class.” “What
for?” firethroat demanded. “Well,” began hopper, “i don’t know
if you know this or not, but you fractured your tail and wing
when you hit the canyon wall.” firethroat was speechless and in
no mood to argue or to fly away because of a sharp pain in his left
wing.
they started with six healing sounds and Push Pull. firethroat
was clumsy and kept tripping over Chuckie the tiger’s tail. The
only move Firethroat could relate to was Bird Flaps Its Wings
because now he could flap both wings without pain. after a
week, firethroat had not made much other progress. one morning, hopper went to the field to meditate. firethroat followed, hid
in a bush and watched as he meditated and did tCC. the dragon
asked him how the heck he did it so well because he, firethroat,
didn’t get it. Hopper answered, “All you have to do is relax and
breathe deeply. Here, like this.” hopper began to demonstrate
Passing Clouds. firethroat joined in, following hopper’s instructions. after doing all of the
moves without any flaws, they returned to camp.
a week later, firethroat was no longer a stressed
out, mean or hateful dragon. oh no. he was so
friendly and later became a tCC teacher. he
taught others, made many friends, and lived happily ever after with the four animals in the valley.

in the past 12 years, i’ve improved my understanding of the tCC
form, struggled to perfect movements, felt joy when a movement felt just right, gained wonderful friends, learned to quiet
the mind, focus in my feet, experience an attitude of gratitude,
work on flowing from the center and getting softer. some of my
best experiences have been doing tCC in a group and sharing
the awesome energy. i also became an accredited tCC teacher in
2003. still taking Donna’s intermediate class, i still feel blessed
to have such a great and challenging instructor. A core group of
nine keeps learning and refining our movements and studying
Justin Stone’s books; we’re currently reading Climb the Joyous
Mountain. last week we also viewed sandy’s helpful new DVD
on seated tCC. if we ever lack inspiration for continuing tCC,
it’s provided by a delightful woman in her 80s in our class who
does seated tCC now. her face still glows as we practice.
at age 73, i deal with fibromyalgia and cranky joints daily. Practices are shorter and sometimes require seated or mental tCC.
the journey that started a dozen years ago will continue for the
rest of my life. there is still so much to learn, refine and experience to expand the mind, body and spirit.
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

Illinois Voices
a great Way to start the Day

it really is ‘Joy thru movement’

By DeB eDmunDs, illinois

By gerri slaPPy, illinois

t

his morning, returning from my walk, i found a very quiet
place to do morning t’ai Chi Chih. as a new student, i
sometimes do the movements facing the sun, a very enlightening
feeling. as i do rocking motion and Bird flaps its Wings, i start to
relax. Doing the movements cleanses the soul. they seem to bring
in energy, light and love from the top of my head to the bottom of
my toes. as i do Bass Drum and Push Pull, i start to hear the birds
chirping and the trees rustling in the wind. after doing Cosmic
Consciousness Pose, i can start my day with a calm and positive
attitude.

a

lthough i have been a student of t’ai Chi Chih for just two
semesters, i enjoy many benefits of tCC. as Justin stone said,
it truly is “Joy thru movement.” i am overjoyed to be in a seated
tCC class as well as a standing class. Seated, I can concentrate
on movements without the pain I experience while standing.
Because i can do seated tCC without medication and knee braces,
i practice at home more easily and frequently. i still enjoy standing tCC and get the benefits of doing a full practice. i can imagine
learning and practicing tCC for the rest of my life.

gratitude as a state
of Being
By Dotty hoePner, illinois

e

very week before we begin t’ai Chi
Chih class our teacher, Donna,
reminds us to think of something we’re
grateful for and let that feeling infuse
our practice. i inevitably feel thankful for
the present moment, my classmates and
teacher, and the love and Chi we share
together.
i have noticed that Justin stone mentioned gratitude quite a bit in his writings. this thankfulness he had for his life
and for the gift of the Chi elevates tCC to a “path with heart.” as i
contemplated gratitude this morning, i realized it can be a state of
Being, a stance that opens me to every moment. from gratitude
comes more gratitude. thank you Donna and Justin for your
examples of gratitude.

Death & ongoing Blessings
By sue guarna, illinois

D

eath, loss and kindness are themes of Carmen Brocklehurst’s recent article, “ongoing Blessings,” in The Vital
Force. they also are themes of my current journey. the t’ai
Chi Chih community has been altered by the loss of someone
dear and integral: Justin stone. i have been altered by the loss
of my mom. the expression of kindness to the tCC community/to me opens up the eternal. the practice of tCC helps
us to more clearly see and be aware of our connection to the
universe. We can more openly respond to others’ thoughtfulness in a time of loss and use our response to go both further
inward and outward. amidst our loss, sadness and pain, tCC
gives us a vehicle to transform those emotions and ourselves
into more aware, compassionate and connected human beings.
Just as Carmen’s article points to practice – engaging in an
activity that Justin originated, as a means to honor and hold him
within – i too am finding activities which my mom encouraged,
like coming to tCC as a way to honor her and hold her within.

tCC helps on even
the Busiest Days

filling an empty
spot Deep Within

By marK morZy, illinois

W

ith my hectic schedule, it’s sometimes difficult to find time
to relax. By practicing t’ai Chi Chih regularly, however, i
get the feeling of having done something worthwhile, even if the
rest of the day was sub-par. i love that it can be done anywhere
without fancy equipment or any specific type of clothing. having
just started tCC, i have not noticed any extraordinary benefits
other than a heightened state of wellbeing. that in itself is very
encouraging. in a world filled with ways to escape our days, tCC
gives us an opportunity to work toward making them better.

The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

By Jeri, illinois

t

CC has made a difference in my life for several reasons. i am
so impressed by the teachers i have met; they make me feel so
welcome in the tCC family and are very willing to offer help and
encouragement. they don’t compete with each other; they just all
try to help. it’s amazing and feels genuine. the feeling i get from
doing tCC is hard to describe. i guess oneness comes to mind. it
just makes me feel complete and it feels right. this is something
i can do for myself that is very positive, is good physically and fills
an empty spot deep within me.
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North Carolina Voices

the Knowing

Teh in action

By stePhanie Bass, raleigh, north Carolina

By Chris norKus, WhisPering Pines, north Carolina

“if you have faith in Prajna, this inner wisdom, you will do and
feel the right thing. it will almost do the right thing for you.
every word spoken to you will be a signpost to guide you, if you
let it. But, can you have faith in this guidance instead of always
trying to manipulate it?” (Justin stone, september 1992, The
Vital Force)

W

hen Justin wrote these words i had not yet been led to
t’ai Chi Chih. yet five years later when a friend of mine
ended a telephone call quickly with, “i’ve got to go, it’s
the first night of my t’ai Chi (sic) class at the y,” i knew i had to
be in that class. I was not wrong. Or perhaps something else was
right. i joined at the second session, taught by maggie Peltier,
and after i persisted through intermediate and advanced lessons,
she seemed absolutely certain i was supposed to be a teacher. i
questioned her judgment and her sanity, but went ahead. i am
absolutely certain i also over-thought it all, but her knowing was
enough to make me keep going.
Being a teacher was a position for which i though i wasn’t qualified. i didn’t realize that what teaching really qualified me for
was a lifetime of being a student and that being a student forever,
under the guidance of other teachers, was the real goal. But the
knowing knew, because before I knew TCC, I did have experience
with knowing, but I didn’t always trust it. i can give you chapter
and verse of the times i discounted the knowing and reaped
regret.
tCC has helped strengthen and confirm that inner wisdom that
Justin spoke about. i can’t honestly say i do tCC every day. But
when i do it, insights flow into the permeable consciousness that
I call mine, but
that is really just a
little corner of the
greater consciousness that i inhabit. i’m pursuing
studies now that
call for stillness
as a precursor
to higher-level
spiritual contact
and information.
my knowing tells
me that a moving
practice called tCC
is probably my best
path, for now, to the
stillness that invites
more knowing.
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W

hen people contact me looking for a t’ai Chi Chih
teacher, i encourage them. recently i received an email
from someone unable to find a teacher nearby and she
said, “maybe i need to seek accreditation myself.”
i replied, “Joyce, that is a terrific goal to pursue!” i then told her
my story and provided contact information for teachers in neighboring states. here are excerpts from that email: “When i first
started t’ai Chi Chih i lived in Charlotte, nC but took my first
lessons in Washington. i had an ad from a paper i picked up while
on vacation. i called the teacher, reserved a weekend, and a few
weeks later flew to seattle, drove to stanwood, and spent a few
days studying tCC. i returned home, practiced on my own with a
Vhs tape, and returned to Washington six months later for more
lessons. During that visit, my teacher said i didn’t need any more
lessons for now, that all i needed was practice.
“that’s what i did for 11 years. When i decided to prepare for
teacher accreditation, i lived in fort lauderdale and worked with
a teacher in Del ray Beach (a 45-minute drive) and a teacher in
orlando (3.5 hours away). after working on my form and receiving support and signed approval from those teachers, i attended
the teacher accreditation in albuquerque, new mexico in 2001.
i’ve been teaching ever since and improving my practice through
attending teachers conferences (three in the last five years).
“Don’t be deterred just because no one teaches locally. here are
some options: (1) Consider traveling to meet with a tCC teacher.
Perhaps you could combine this with a vacation you’re already
planning. (2) youtube videos at www.taichichih.org will also help.
if you’d like a full instructional video, you can order from me or
directly from www.gkpub.
com/dvds.php. (3) (i provided
contact information for teachers in maryland, Pennsylvania,
and new Jersey and cc’d them
on the email.) (4) if you’re
unable to train with one of
them, we can work something
out. (i explained she could
travel to work with me or i
could travel to work with her,
and she could invite friends to
help defray costs. i suggested
one day could get her started
and two days would allow us
to review the full practice.) i
hope this e-mail is helpful. let
me know how you decide to
proceed.”

The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

Florida Voices

inspired to find
a new Purpose
By stu golDman, fort lauDerDale, floriDa

i

came to t’ai Chi Chih from the opposite side of the lifestyle
spectrum. i consumed effort, tension and stress as if they
comprised an energy drink. my career was rewarding creatively
but a constant series of unmovable deadline pressures. it required
me to be clever, witty and entertaining on command. the need to be
consistently “on” is a vocation in itself. There was no downtime. I
reveled in it.
several years ago this all came to a crashing halt. medical interventions saved my life but my frenetic occupation would be no more.
neurological “rewiring,” resulting from surgery, cost me my skills
and, by association, my purpose. that resulted in the expected
depression. as a male of the Boomer generation, my persona was
defined by my profession, and now i had none. i had tried several
things to distract myself and find a new discipline when the november 2010 aarP article on tCC caught my attention. i sought out a
tCC instructor and began a weekly class that not only brought me
a sense of calmness and a physical discipline, but a realignment of
energy that has soothed aches and pains, both old and new. it has
also inspired me to a new sense of purpose.
I am not certain I am actually “drawing in the energy from the
most distant star,” but there
is a contented conspiracy
of mind, body, movement
and the moment when i am
practicing tCC. i believe that.
i can feel it. i still cope with
residual fallout from minor
physical failings, but it no
longer defines me. at present
i am attempting to pursue a
course that will lead me to
certification so that i, too, can
rejoin the world of fruitful
purpose and pay this forward.

the Call

What is it We Do
as teachers?
By Diana Daffner, siesta Key, floriDa
(rePrinteD from THE VITAL FORCE, July 1992)
reading articles i’ve written for The Vital Force in past years, and
realizing richard and i have been leading a tCC practice on siesta
Key Beach weekly since 1991, fills me with deep appreciation for
Justin’s gift to the world and for The Vital Force that keeps us all
connected. following is an excerpt from the July 1992 issue:
“We reintroduce people to the realm of their own presence. We
invite them to become again as little children and to take delight in
the movement and aliveness of their own bodies, as we, too, experience the delight and aliveness of our own presence … We affirm
for them that who they are is precious, that there is nowhere to go
and nothing to do in order to recognize their own value, as we,
too, realize our own precious value … We gather them together in
an atmosphere of shared unity, we create an environment that enhances an experience of oneness, as we, too, embrace the oneness
… We introduce them to these easy movements that carry them
deep into the mystery of their being, as, we, too, allow ourselves
to enter ever more deeply into our own mystery … We hold open
a space of love, quietly, with our own center … We remind them
to breathe, in and out, as we, too, become present in our breathing and in our body … We speak of and demonstrate continuous
circles, encouraging them to
allow the movement to flow,
as we, too, surrender to the
circular movement that has
no beginning and no end …
We offer them softness, and
stillness within motion, as
we, too, soften into the stillpoint of our own lives … We
show them how they stand
between heaven and earth, as
we, too, take our place with
fullness and joy.”
at our weekly beach practice,
student appreciate the
setting as well. “i’ve been experiencing tCC on the beach with
richard and Diana for 20 years,” said maia shafer. Watching the
sun set while meditating with gentle movements rejuvenates my
mind, body and spirit.”

By JaCKie KingsBury, thonotosassa, floriDa

a

lthough i have not been teaching regularly recently, the
ripple effect continues. a snowbird visiting my area for six
weeks called and wanted a refresher lesson. so we had some
private lessons in my living room. it was wonderful and a call to me
to resurrect my t’ai Chi Chih practice.
The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

“if i had to choose a word to describe performing tCC on siesta
Key Beach at sunset, i would say ‘enchanting,’” said Philippe Blanc.
“the harmonious gestures lead gradually to a let-go while you
admire the glorious colors of the sunset and listen to the gentle
murmur of the surf.”
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Remembering Justin

Justin at green gulch
farm Zen Center

meditating With Justin
at green gulch

By linDa Braga, Castro Valley, California

By Jerry granoK, Pagosa sPrings, ColoraDo

ineteen years ago, Justin stone held a five-day meditation
retreat at green gulch farm, part of the san francisco
Zen Center, just north of the city. about 25 t’ai Chi Chih
teachers attended, many of us leaving jobs and family to participate. We came from several states to experience meditation with
Justin, a rare opportunity.

f course, every time with Justin stone was special. one
time, for me, was just magical. in april 1993, before i was
accredited as a t’ai Chi Chih teacher, i heard that Justin
was about to lead a five-day meditation retreat at green gulch
farm Zen Center, part of the san francisco Zen Center, just north
of the city on the Pacific ocean. i had been meditating, though
not intensely and, with some trepidation, signed up for the retreat.
friends picked me up at the airport and, as we drove along the
winding road typical of California coastal highways, i wondered
what i had gotten myself into. I needn’t have worried. it was
wonderful.

n

i had never done sitting meditation before and wondered if i
would be successful in just sitting for five whole days. many who
attended felt the same: we didn’t want to disappoint Justin and
we wanted to be successful in meditating for long periods of time
with him. that first day, though, Justin’s leadership and guidance
soon dispelled any fears or doubts in us. he told us, “We will take
baby steps together … and we will discover how deep this group is
willing to go.” it was an amazing invitation to each of us, to let go
and trust.
later that first morning, we all quietly gathered at the zendo
(meditation hall) to do sitting meditation. We removed our shoes,
bowed and entered. no one else but our group was there. the
coastal winds and heavy fog created freezer conditions in the dark
temple interior. We had been advised to wear jackets and bring
blankets. We got settled, each on a raised platform with a cushion
to sit on. it was very quiet. We
could hear the wind howling outside. We sat, wrapped in blankets
like seated stone mummies.
after a while, we heard Justin
remark that we were done. he
told us to get up, get our things
and leave. We gathered in another room at the farm and began
to thaw out. With great relief, i
was secretly glad that Justin had
taken things into his own hands.
he had decided for all of us that
the temple was just too cold to
tolerate. from that moment on, I
appreciated his humanity and that encouraged me to “go
deep.”
it was a beautiful example of Justin’s leadership: his deep
knowledge of meditation and how to guide and encourage others. He had a masterful ability to lead a diverse
group of people and be human at the same time. it was a
special time together that i still savor today. on the third
day of the retreat, he said he would travel to any place in
the world to meditate with this group. thank you, Justin.
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green gulch includes gardens and several small buildings, located
in a verdant gulch, just a 20-minute walk from the ocean. a number of buildings are built in traditional Japanese style, including
the zendo (meditation hall) and a two-story, octagonal guesthouse
where retreatants stay. the guesthouse was fascinating: the Zen
Center brought carpenters from Japan who built it in a traditional
style without any nails. it was like a fine piece of furniture.
our routine consisted of meditation sessions, with Justin instructing us in meditation techniques, followed by silent sitting meditations of about 45 minutes, tCC practices, lectures by Justin on a
variety of subjects, vegetarian meals shared with other residents
of the farm in the communal dining room, and lots of free time
to explore the farm and the area. some of our meditation sessions
were held in the zendo, which had a magnificent feel to it that
enhanced our meditations, while other sessions were held in a
large yurt. Paths originating at the edge of the farm led to many
fascinating sights. one path led into the hills where, at the top, we
had magnificent views of the entire farm and the ocean. another
path led through the farm’s dazzling beds of flowers and bountiful
vegetable crops before winding through the woods where Calla
lilies grew wild on the way to the beach and on the cliffs above
the ocean. although i was fortunate to experience many other
retreats, conferences, classes and practices with Justin after that,
nothing could compare to what we shared at green gulch farm.

a Dream

By JuDy henDriCKs, alBuquerque, neW mexiCo

i

recently had a wonderful, joyful dream about Justin stone. he was sitting
down and motioned for me to sit next to him. i did. i gave him a hug and
knew he was leaving. he said, “Come join me in the oneness.” it’s hard
to explain the pure joyfulness i felt when he said that. the joyfulness was so
strong, and this dream was so vivid and wonderful. now whenever i practice
tCC or meditate, i hear, “Come join me in the oneness.”
i believe it’s an invitation to everyone.

The Vital Force / Quarterly Journal of T’ai Chi Chih / November 2012

Justin Stone

gateway to eastern
Philosophy
By Justin stone

- AS

TORY:

YOUR LAST THOUGHT

-

Don’t ask me in a question, “What
did he mean by ‘those are not your
mistakes,’” because there are many
possibilities. they could be god’s mistakes. they could be mistakes of the
past incarnation, which are unloaded
upon me. We have that in Western
teaching: the sins of the fathers.
that is the meaning of ramamurti
mishra’s statement.

Pyramid
Poems
sky
vast blue
infinite
holding sunlit
clouds and birds
soaring
free
– Dotty hoePner

there was a very greedy indian businessman who had three sons.
he knew that throughout his life he was only interested in making money while alive, but he was also interested in having a good
life in his next life and in salvation. thus, he figured out a clever
scheme so he could have his cake and eat it too. he reflected,
“my last thought as i die is going to determine my next birth,
INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER
so i’m going to make my last thought of god. now how do i do
THREE: ZEN AND SNOWBALLS
first
that? i know! i’ll name each of my three sons after god. i’ll give
AND DARTS
the
seed
each one a name of god. here is Krishna and here is rama and
now we’re going to address Zen Budthen
the
tree
ahh, ganesh.” he then said, “i know when the end comes, that
dhism, both Chinese and Japanese.
blossoms
like
snow
my last thoughts will be of my sons and i will be saying to them,
you cannot have a logical exposition
next
the
pears
‘farewell, ganesh, farewell, rama, farewell, Krishna,’ and i will
of Zen because Zen is not
we make
die with the name of god on my lips!” Pretty
logical! What i’m going
sauce
clever scheme. the businessman went along
to try to do (and which
From
the
book
Gateway
–
B
etty sieDleCKi
through life. Krishna, rama, and ganesh
i think will be sort of
to Eastern Philosophy &
worked in the business and helped him. finalfun) is throw out a lot of
Religion,
excerpted
and
how
ly he grew old and ill and was put to bed. the
snowballs and hope that
reprinted
with
permission
can
i
doctor told the businessman’s sons he didn’t
they hit here and there.
from
Good
Karma
Publishlive
alone?
have long to live. then finally the doctor sugthere’s a lot of humor in
ing, and available on
you were always
gested he’d better say goodbye to his sons, the
Zen and a lot of insight. it
www.gkpub.com.
at my side
time has come. the man sent for each of his
is my hope that it regisloving
sons to come to his bedside. the three of them
ters to the degree where it
me
arrived and as they approached his bedside,
will help you in your own
–
B
etty sieDleCKi
he said, “ahhh, ganesh, ah, rama, ah, Krishna – who’s minding
spiritual practice.
the store?” [laughter] and with that he died! his last thought was
frost
“Who’s minding the store?” it was a good scheme; it just didn’t
Zen is down-to-earth and matter-ofis
not
work. he gets an “a” for effort, though.
fact. you’re going to have to change
welcome when
your whole orientation of thinking
flowers are in bloom
A STORY: FIVE FINGERS
from the material on the indian phiget the sheets
i’ll give you an example from my own Zen master. this interaction
losophies. i’m going to give you some
cover
occurred when i brought two people to meet him. the woman
examples of Zen’s earthiness to start.
them
asked him a very nice, very logical question: “roshi, why must
first of all, Zen is very definitely life–
B
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there be english and french and german and russian? Why must
affirming. yunmen, a great Chinese
there be wars?” he held up his hand and said, “i have five fingers,
Zen master, said, “every day is a good
leaves
why do i have five fingers?” i went over to him. i counted, “one,
day.” even if you’ve got a bill since
acorns
two, three, four, five. yes, he has five fingers!” afterwards when
your car was banged up. “every day is
old branches
we’d left, this woman, who was from latvia, said, “Why didn’t he
a good day.” Zen affirms life. When we
they
all fall down
answer my question?” i replied, “he gave you the only possible
get to indian Buddhism, you’ll find
even
trees
answer!” if you’re going to get into a discussion of why you have
that indian Buddhism is life-negattopple
five fingers, you can see how ridiculous it is.
ing. indian Buddhism is really only fit
boom
for monks and those willing to give
–
J
eff hoePner
THOSE ARE NOT YOUR MISTAKES!
up the world. But Zen, which is part
one time i was talking to ramamurti mishra, the indian teacher,
of Buddhism, is a sect of Buddhism
and he told me some positive things that were going to happen
(such as Protestants, Catholics, and Baptists in Christianity), and
to me in the future: “Well, you’re going to do this and that … “ i
definitely believes life should be affirmed. my Zen master used to
responded with surprise, “gee, for a man such as myself who has
get that across quite a bit. there’s no metaphysical speculation. it
made so many mistakes … “ he answered, “those are not your
must come with your own insight and your own realization. i’m
mistakes!” that’s pretty provocative, isn’t it? “those were not your
going to illustrate that with several stories.
mistakes!”

-

-

-

-

-

-
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By Teachers / For All

mirror, mirror on the ...
By JaCKson rains, Plymouth, minnesota

t

o mirror or not to mirror, ah, that is a question that stirs up more controversy than almost any other aspect of teaching t’ai Chi Chih.
mirroring is the relatively simple idea that when a teacher is facing the students, he or she reverses the direction of the movements
to appear to move in the same direction as the students. an unscientific poll suggests that most teachers use mirroring when facing
the students. But there are a few who do not mirror because they don’t think it’s necessary or they believe it’s confusing to themselves or the
students. also, a few teachers don’t mirror because they believe that reversing the tCC movements reduces their effectiveness.
The main reason to mirror is that students are far more influenced by what they see than what they hear. students get confused when a
teacher faces them and tells them to begin to the left but then, as he or she steps to the left, it appears to the students that the teacher is moving to the right. some teachers try to avoid this problem by turning their backs to students. this can work with advanced students who know
the movements well, but beginning students need to see how the teacher’s arms move. this solution also robs the teacher of being able to
observe how students are moving in order to provide corrections.
Mirroring is not easy; it adds a layer of complexity to the teaching process. When the teacher is watching the students, counting repetitions,
mirroring, managing time, and all the other things that go into teaching, he or she has a different experience of tCC than when doing a
personal practice. this is offset, however, by the main thing the teacher receives—the ability to give the students the gift of tCC. i would teach
standing on my head, spitting nickels, if it would help deepen my students’ practice. of course, the best situation of all is to teach in a space
with a mirrored wall. then the teacher and students move in the same direction, yet students can see the teacher in the mirror.
if you are persuaded to mirror, these are some things to consider:
Perhaps the single most important thing is to practice mirroring before you are in front of the group, with a special emphasis on the beginning and end of each movement. the most difficult movements to mirror are Carry the Ball to the side (CtBtts), Pulling taffy, Passing
Clouds, and six healing sounds as these feel the most different when you mirror them.
Do not try to explain mirroring to the group or ask students for their opinions or to vote on whether to mirror. these decisions require a
depth of understanding on their part that is just not possible. simply tell them you will be mirroring for them. When beginning a movement,
say the direction in which the movement begins and point in the direction the students will move. say, “Begin to your left” and point to your
right—the students’ left. you can use physical references in the space if they are clearly in the direction of the movement. for example if the
room has a wall on the students’ right side and windows on the left, you can say, “We will begin moving toward the windows.”
remember that while CtBtts and Pulling taffy move to the left, they begin with the waist twisting to the right. this means that you are
saying,move to the left for students while you’re getting ready to move to the right, but you twist to the left as you start right. this requires
a lot of concentration when you first mirror. several moves—e.g., rocking motion and Joyous Breath—start with a small step to the left to
widen the stance. it’s easy to forget to mirror this
minor part of the movement. if you don’t, most students will step to their right as you step to your left.
When doing tCC in a circle, rather than mirroring,
it’s better to tell students to look at the person next
to them, not at the person across from them.
Mirroring also requires extra attention when counting repetitions. When doing our own practice, we
do the left first then end on the right. We’re used
to doing movements this way and if we lose our
concentration, it may feel as if we are finished when
we are mirroring and complete the reps on the
right, but still have the left to do. When done correctly, mirroring is invisible to the group. inevitably,
however, i make a lot of mistakes when mirroring
and you will too. students understand, and making
mistakes humanizes us. after all, it’s not tCC perfect, it’s tCC practice.
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Bay Area, California Voices

ringers Pile up,
thanks to tCC

life-saving Benefits of tCC

By Dale Koistinen, Bay area, California

’ai Chi Chih has been an integral part of my life and spiritual path
since my first class in early 2002. my initial teachers were Barbara
riley and John steinmetz, along with april leffler in Pennsylvania
when i was able to travel there. they embody the practice and are personally inspiring to me. little did i know how important the daily practice and
weekly classes would be until late 2003 when my path turned abruptly into
a medical sidetrack.

By KenDelyn BeCK, BerKeley, California

t

i

competed in the World Champion horseshoe Pitching tournament in Knoxville, tennessee in august.
i’ve been pitching horseshoes for over 40 years in
northern California and never have done quite as well
as in the Knoxville tournament. Pitching five games a
day for three days in the men’s open group, i compiled a
record of 15 wins and 0 losses, and pitched 11 percentage points over my entering average of 30.65%. Why did
this happen?

throughout the next nine years, during diagnosis, chemo, breast surgery
and brain radiation for Stage IV metastatic breast cancer, which traveled
to bone and brain, i continued routine practice of tCC. it is such a gentle,
energy balancing, Chi circulating and engaging practice that it supported
and enhanced my healing even when other forms of exercise were not an
option. i could even do many of the movements seated if my energy level
was too low for me to stand. i attended weekly class/practice when medical
treatment permitted and the additional infusion of Chi while practicing
with others was an added benefit.

in may, my wife suggested that i try t’ai Chi Chih.
We had taken a class a number of years ago, but i had
not continued to practice what i had learned. she
reviewed the lessons with me and we began doing tCC
three times a week. We even did one tCC practice in a
Knoxville park on the morning of the second day of the
tournament. after
the tournament
she asked me if i
thought tCC was
a contributing factor in my success.
Because horseshoe
pitching involves a
great deal of coordination, balance and
concentration, i really believe that tCC
was very beneficial
to me. i am still doing tCC and am still
having great success
in local tournaments in northern
California.

i am grateful to share that
my most recent scans show
no active cancer in the bones
or elsewhere (my initial
prognosis was two to three
years). TCC also helped with
the emotional discomfort
of treatment and change in
my lifestyle by keeping me
focused on self-care and
energy/emotional balance.
it was and is important for
me to feel a deep connection with my body and the
energy that sustains it. tCC
is a lifesaver and promoter.
thank you, Justin stone, and
all my teachers and fellow
students.

Pyramid Poems on silence
hear
silence
listen for
revelations
from wisdom
of the
Chi
– maggie

deep
silence
gentle rest
Chi finds its way
deep in my
being
now
– sheryl aDair

i
cannot
remember
experience
only the
essence
self
– Jeneth runDle
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tbe
silent
yet in full
feel the beauty
deep within
coming
now
– Pauline quimson

voice
calling
be silent
go deeper and
discover
your true
self
– Caroline guillot
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a Beautiful form
of expression

Conference Joy:
Pyramid Poetry

By Carmen l. BroCKlehurst, alBuquerque, neW mexiCo

ComPlieD By roBerta taggart, eugene, oregon

P

yramid Poetry is a simple poetry form Justin stone
originated. in its very simplicity, so much is revealed.
(Justin describes it well in Chapter 7 of Climb The
Joyous Mountain.) at the invitation of the t’ai Chi Chih
conference committee, i introduced it to the group. some
teachers have written this form of poetry for many years;
others had heard about it not yet tried their hand at composing; and still others were brand new to the idea.
the form includes seven lines with words of specific length:
1st line – 1syllable
2nd line – 2 syllables
3rd line – 3 syllables
4th line – 4 syllables
and then reverse:
5th line – 3 syllables
6th line – 2 syllables
7th line – 1syllable
the last syllable, often a full word, may express a powerful
climax. sometimes, when we look at the first and last syllables, we see an even shorter, and very sweet, message.
it’s important not to think too much about what we’re writing but instead let the words flow from us. it helps to be
quiet for a few minutes and then just start writing. often,
then, we see what our inner being may be contemplating; it
can be very revealing. our deepest being is always encouraging us to learn more about ourselves, and what’s really
going on inside. We often manage to be just busy enough in
our lives to not have time to turn inward and listen. at the
end of a day, instead of contemplating the highest within
us, many times we spend time reviewing our hurts and
anxieties. it could be much healthier to contemplate what
our highest self is trying to reveal.
fellowship was a mainstay of the conference; our connections also supported our efforts to turn inward and write.
the lush, green hotel grounds and large river running
nearby provided the beauty and space to be nourished not
only by our practice and tCC community, but also by nature. this was an inspiration for some teachers’ wonderful
poems and we posted them on a bulletin board for others
to enjoy. it’s amazing what can happen when we open our
hearts to the beauty of the Chi. Writing Pyramid Poems can
be yet another way to do so. Justin often encouraged us to
spend a meaningful evening just writing Pyramid Poetry,
perhaps inviting others to join us. it could lead to learning
new ways to share both love and the Chi.
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joy
is love
manifest
jubilantly
seeing now
letting
go
– roBert

all
others
assist me
through the
woods
to my
home
– aliCe h.

joy
is high
tell me why
spirit flies home
singing all
the way
back
– laurie thomas

joy
is peace
well being
serenity
contemplate
the now
Chi
– roBert

joy
is a
pressure less
bubbling spring
springing forth
from in
side
– anon.

joy
is happy
love fulfilled
adventurous
emotions
upon
us
– JC taggart

joy
is the
gift we share
when we do our
t’ai Chi Chih
with our
spouse
– Carolyn P.

joy
is now
new old high
low underneath
up above
every
where
– Jan arrot

joy
is give
‘til it loves
chasing away
the blue lights
comfort
all
– steVe marsh

joy
is round
circulate
make it all so
wonderful
resting
smiles
– steVe marsh

joy
is now
in the now
before you know
all is joy
and one
now
– Dale Carrier

joy
is yours
now justin
and we share it
being one
with you
love
– eileen Butler

i
focus
on what is
moving slowly
relishing
all that
is
– aliCe h.

joy
is fun
for the heart
because of each
day we have
to be
whole
– nanCy Jo B.

joy
is here
flowing by
giving life to
every one
sharing
Chi
– JuDy h.
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grateful & giving
thanks

how lucky i am

By margery eriCKson, hanoVer, PennsylVania

t wasn’t until i started telling my friends back home about
our teacher conference that i realized how really great it
was. how lucky i am to have a community of like-minded
people who get together every year to renew friendships, learn
new things and come away joyful and rejuvenated! three people
want to start doing what i’m doing so they, too, can add a whole
new dimension to their lives. i’m so grateful for all the things
t’ai Chi Chih has done for me and all it continues to provide. it’s
possible to feel joy all day long if i
can just stay in the moment.

By Donna alDous, meaDoW laKe, sasKatCheWan

s

ince returning from the conference, i cannot stop reading
Justin’s written material. i started by re-reading booklets
of Justin’s talks published by the t’ai Chi Chih Center in
albuquerque, new mexico. i am so glad i had the opportunity to
hear him speak in person at several conferences. While reading i can picture him and hear his voice. some of what i read
i heard him say in
person. it’s all worth
hearing again. as
many of you know
he says so much in
just a few sentences.
i find i need to read a
little, put it aside and
digest what i read.

i

as i continue to
read, my heart is
empty, knowing i
will not see and hear
him again in this
lifetime, yet open
and filled with his
essence as i read
his guiding words.
i am grateful; i give
thanks.

Conference Joy: Pyramid Poetry

i became accredited at the recent
Seijaku course. the only way i
can describe it is, “it puts a tiger
in your tank.” thanks to Pam and
Daniel for everything. seijaku is
the advanced form of tCC, and
i encourage anyone not familiar
with it to take a class and start incorporating it into your daily practice. i plan to attend again next
year so i can grasp all the things
i didn’t quite get this year. it is so
deep, as are the Jing, the preliminary moves and the tonings. it’s
here at our fingertips – we just
need to do it. how easy is that? see
you in august 2013 in minnesota.
Be there or be square.

ContinueD from Page 16

joy
is with
in all here
which flows out like
water with
movement
peace
– antonia

joy
is all
together
comfortable
energy
to be
us
– JuDy george

joy
is a
pyramid
poem that flows
back and forth
yin yang
joy
– stePhen t.

joy
is thoughts
of justin
blessing us with
his gift of
t’ai Chi
Chih
– sheryl aDair

joy
is one
yin and yang
expand contract
yin and yang
one is
joy
– linDa risKa W.

joy
is fun
all the time
you do not think
about it
but let
go
– Carletta laCour

joy
is mine
who i am
it’s in my genes
gift from god
i am
joy
– Carol roesKe

joy
allows
gratitude
no more wanting
already
all i
need
– Dan P.

joy
is slow
respecting
gentle graceful
radiant
glowing
fun
– marCella

joy
is there
inside when
all becomes quiet
abandon hope
let it
be
e.D.h
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three-Part harmony
lynne roBerts missoula, montana
Justin’s Caretaking
i would like to personally acknowledge and express my sincere
gratitude and appreciation to all the caregivers, especially the t’ai
Chi Chih teachers and students, for their kind and compassionate
care for Justin.
the
black cat
moves at night
calms my stress and
refreshes
busy, still
soul

Seijaku
one of the first things Pam said at the Seijaku training that i
audited was, “listen to your body, sit down, do fewer reps, take
care of yourself.” With that said, the second day i wrote, “What’s
causing me to be so sleepy, especially during sit-down teaching sessions? my eyes get so heavy and want to close? i want to
discover the deeper meaning here and in my self-process i know
i won’t know until i know, which is usually revealed hours or
days later. more to be said.”
Day 1: i felt good moving, i felt more energy moving through
my right hand. “this is good,” i thought, surprised since it
had been months since i last practiced seijaku. it came back
to me; i was delighted.

Conference
the conference is
always a very special
time for me to refresh
and renew friendships
and of course my t’ai
Chi Chih practice. as the only active teacher in missoula, i crave
time to move with my fellow teachers, who otherwise seem so far
away. i am so grateful that, despite some inner turmoil, i decided
to arrive a day early. i had the privilege of joining a tCC practice
with antonia, Pam and sandy overlooking the Columbia river.
the next morning, 69 of us came together for a tCC practice in
the lan su Chinese garden. this was a fabulous experience and
wonderful beginning to our conference. thank you to all who
took part in putting “Bridges to Joy” together. Well done.

Day 2: i lost that good feeling. What am i doing? i’m not
sure. i’m too thought-filled: soles of feet, resist, let go, oh yes,
and remember ann’s seijaku talk at the conference … let go
of something that doesn’t serve me anymore … hmmmm,
fear, judgment … give it color, texture – oh my, where am i?
move soft/ hard/soft. Breathe. relax, your breath will follow
in accordance. Push though resistance with both feet on the
floor, more with intention than muscular, okay, got that. But
where’s my effort of no effort? Practice, practice, practice.
Back to my sleepiness and heaviness … what i know is i’m in the
process of letting go of having to have things a certain way, and
yet knowing that taking care of myself also means setting boundaries in my life. i will remember Justin’s comment that seijaku
helps us make progress in our growth of learning who and what
we are and according with reality. in closing, the sweet words “i
love you, Justin” are enough.

Conference Joy: Pyramid Poetry
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joy
is to
be moving
in harmony
together
as one
om
– lorraine lePine

joy
is here
between the
spaces of lives
near bridges
we sing
free
– BarBara Kristoff

joy
is not
a slam dunk
look and listen
see and hear
feel and
be
– tony Johansen

why
worry
god is here
pushing your pen
inspiring
ev’ry
thought
– aliCe h.

joy
is me
at this time
now knowing my
true self is
soft and
calm
– DeB Bertlesen

joy
is su
percali
fragilistic
expia
ledo
cious
– eliZaBeth e.

joy
is breath
in and out
joyous right now
yes i am
perfect
here
– BarBara Kristoff

joy
is an
elephant
spraying water
to refresh
weary
souls
– aliCe h.

joy
is all
of the life
experience
one can find
to play
in
– staCey

joy
is love
free for all
centered inside
here for all
always
real
– m.e.
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tCC & People
With alzheimer’s

seijaku as a ‘heightened
awareness’ Practice

By sanDra freDa, eVanston, illinois

By ann rutherforD, alBuquerque, neW mexiCo

h

ow do we teach t’ai Chi Chih to people who speak
languages we don’t and who have multiple physical disabilities and/or alzheimer’s disease? Jerry Bumbalough
presented this topic at the conference and my husband and i
visited one of his classes two weeks later.
twice a week, Jerry teaches 40-50 students at the Wisdom adult
Day health Care Center in salinas, California. When we arrived,
we wondered how a tCC class could be taught in such a huge
room and busy environment with hundreds of people moving
around. Jerry had created a calm, secure place for practice by placing chairs in a corner and bringing serene music to play.
When he volunteered to teach tCC here two years ago, he expected
students to be english-speaking senior citizens. the Center also
provides day care for spanish-speaking patients with alzheimer’s,
however, and when many attended his first class, he wondered how
it would be possible for him to teach, given that he speaks only
english. antonia provided part of a solution, he said, suggesting he
start class by saying, “Copy me.” from here, he began an ongoing
process of trial and error.
Jerry teaches the group seated tCC, with students’ feet flat on the
ground and no rocking of the torso. he omits sideways movements
and makes each movement very definite. he said, “i complete a
movement, go to the rest position (hands on thighs) and then
look around to see how everyone is doing.” the benefits are clear:
a Center psychologist’s report noted that
people who had attended class were “less
agitated and more relaxed after practice”
and “were eager to practice.”

J

ustin created t’ai Chi Chih for his teachers. he wants us to
align with heightened awareness and cosmic consciousness.
he wants us to be free. i teach Seijaku using Justin’s Heightened Awareness book. about eight years before he died, i met with
him and reviewed how i was implanting the mindfulness practices
found in his book onto seijaku practice. he responded, “of course,
dear, seijaku is a heightened awareness practice.”
When Justin informed me that “a non-yogi has to work to get over
hindrances,” i began to experiment with seijaku as a tool for this
purpose. i placed an aspect of egoic consciousness (for example,
fear) in the resistance section of seijaku, and the weight shift
through the resistance deepened the letting-go-of-hindrance experience. the amazing thing is that the body possesses consciousness, so using it in this mindfulness practice accelerates spiritual
evolution. in Heightened Awareness, Justin named the six senses,
which can lead to hindrances: our perception of and reaction to
sight, sound, texture, smell, taste, and thoughts and emotions. of
the six senses, Justin said thoughts/emotions are the most likely to
create clinging to egoic consciousness. this is why he often said,
“you say it must be one way or the other, but i say neither/nor.” an
attitude of neither/nor leads to non-attachment and connection to
the absolute. Developing the habit of surrendering to the Chi leads
to the dissolution of egoic consciousness, a discipline that can be
painful and often takes great courage.

how important did Justin find the practices of heightened awareness? “awareness is
the mark by which we
can judge the degree of
progress one has made.
minneapolis (august 1-4)
heightened awareness gradually becomes
he minnesota community is
universal Consciousness,
actively working on the 2013
and we begin to get away
conference. We have some great
from the self-centered
suggestions from Portland conference
concentration we had
(for which we are grateful) that we hope
formerly known. hatred is
to incorporate. our journey thus far has
the result of self-clinging.
been fun.
When one can say he no
longer hates, resents, or
Please consider bringing someone you know who didn’t attend
even dislikes anyone, he
the 2012 conference or has never attended at all. We hope all
can be said to be on his
can participate in this wonderful gift of movement.
way to sagehood. that is
why the writer feels that
follow the schedule on the website (www.taichichih.org/conferthe teaching of heightence_2013/) and on facebook (www.facebook.com/taichichih) as
ened awareness is so
we assemble the program. We hope to see you at the conference
important.” (Heightened
in 2013. encircled in Chi. – JuDy & DeB
Awareness, p. 58)

Conference 2013

We saw how Jerry’s compassion enables
him to connect with participants who are
anxious or have difficulty communicating. it was heart opening to see people
with such profound disabilities trying
tCC movements, participating in most, as
their expressions became more peaceful.
Perhaps the most moving moment for
me was when a young man with little
control over his limbs joined the class and
did Pulling taffy the best he could. Jerry
projected a strong quality of unconditional acceptance and nonverbally gave
encouragement to each student. as the
session ended, students gave themselves
a hug, clapped, cheered and praised their
efforts, calling out two words in english:
“good job!”

t
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Personal growth

in the Chinese
garden

By Pat moseley, sPoKane, Washington
responses to “how has t’ai Chi Chih affected your personal growth?”

By Patty Clement, PortlanD, oregon
Session 1
it keeps me loving my job. Being in the moment. huge. spiritual community.
Kept me grounded. enriches my personal life. spiritual – physical – emotional.
alcohol numbed the energy; with tCC i felt energy. helped with grief work. a
miracle. Patience and joy. Being in the moment. Being my true self. follow my
gut. abandon my head. Be present. Constant growth. made me a softer person
– who i really am. Peace, joy, gratitude. Balance. return to inner child. tCC
found me. letting go to letting be. Joy, felt the Chi. Connected to the cosmos.
Session 2
tCC kept me together during crisis. my desire to drink went away with tCC. it’s
an inside job, a spiritual practice. tCC grounds me. it feels good to breathe and
let go. tCC gives me comfort, an emotional support. tCC is my friend and companion. an inner ear issue – with tCC i’ve had only two incidents in the past
three years. releases from chronic pain, PtsD. grounded. serenity, sharing serenity with others. tCC brought me joy, an inner smile. Calmed my soul. moves
the Chi. tCC grounds me; i don’t have to be perfect.
tCC gave me a family. in grief, tCC opened my
heart, again. a deep spiritual practice. tCC helped
me to bloom. tCC deepened my experience – an
awareness. tCC has
so many levels, always learning tCC,
a healing journey.
tCC helped me
physically after my
leg cancer surgery.

Koi wrapped in their monk robes
float calm as Buddha
Chi passes above, rustling wind
released by a school of humans
swimming in air
undulating their long languorous fins
in t’ai Chi Chih fluidity.
soft white lotus blossoms drift
baby swan kites on green threads
light slants into water in planes of glass
clouds of water lily pads ripple above
such sweet bliss to be unaware
where stiff scales end
and cool pond begins
to trust the water
will hold you forever.

Conference Joy: Pyramid Poetry
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joy
is birth
and rebirth
shedding old self
finding new
strength in
change
– DeB Bertlesen

joy
is a
state of grace
we cannot know
when or where
joy will
come
– tony Johansen

joy
is my
true nature
relived as i
am present
in the
now
– Pam toWne

joy
is Chi
Chi is joy
a heritage
already
ours for
life
– sheila leonarD

you
capture
justin’s love
of poetry
in each line
special
gifts
– aliCe h.

joy
is now
all the time
feel it feel it
you’ll be fine
be here
now
– aPril leffler

joy
is food
chocolate
chewy crunchie
gooey good
inside
mouth
– m.e.

joy
is free
a given
let it fill you
by living
in the
now
– sheila leonarD

joy
captures
the essence
of who i am
divine love
moving
now
– aliCe h.

joy
is a
body of
happiness that
comes to us
in a
flash
– t.J.
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resistance
for spiritual
evolution
seijaku Workshop with ann
rutherford, september 22,
albuquerque, new mexico

a

t this one-day workshop at
the t’ai Chi Chih Center, we
explored the question, “Does
resistance accelerate the spiritual
evolutionary Process?” We may instinctively recoil at this question. how
can negative thoughts and reactions
such as grief, anger, anxiety and revulsion accelerate the spiritual evolutionary process?
the first step is to become aware of
these contractive reactions and move
toward them with a welcoming heart.
Seijaku assists us in this process by
requiring us to move toward, not away
from, resistance. our intention at the
workshop was to practice “heightened
awareness seijaku” using Justin’s
book, Heightened Awareness, as a
guide. We chose just one “hindrance,”
an element in our lives that doesn’t
accord with peace of heart-mind, and
noted our mind’s reaction to this
hindrance. next, we noted whether
our reaction was pleasant, unpleasant
or neutral.
The main practice is to not attach to
(i.e., not act on) the reaction and instead pass through it with the weight
shift. this practice is similar to the
Buddhist practice called Satipatthana,
literally, “the Way of mindfulness.”
Justin says this is the highest and
most inclusive of all meditations, and
the path Buddha took to enlightenment, which Justin calls “knowledge
of reality.” rather than a “sitting”
satipatthana practice, we can use
seijaku as a kinesthetic satipatthana
practice. as Justin said, “a non-yogi
has to work to get over hindrances.
When something comes into your
awareness, such as an emotion, ask
yourself, ‘is this of the absolute?’”

rocking motion for all humanity
By terry Jennings, honolulu, haWaii
this is a song to sing to the tune of “the 12 Days of Christmas.”
On the 1st TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
rocking motion for all humanity
On the 2nd TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity
On the 3rd TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity
On the 4th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all
humanity
On the 5th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking
motion for all humanity
On the 6th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
6 healing sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping
wings and rocking motion for all humanity
On the 7th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
7 moves like swimming, 6 healing sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round
platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity
On the 8th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
8 visualizations, 7 moves like swimming, 6 healing sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing
clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity.
On the 9th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
9 pounds of joy, 8 visualizations, 7 moves like swimming, 6 healing sounds, 5 counts of
Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all
humanity.
On the 10th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
10 pulling taffies, 9 pounds of joy, 8 visualizations, 7 moves like swimming, 6 healing
sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and
rocking motion for all humanity.
On the 11th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
11 lights lighten, 10 pulling taffies, 9 pounds of joy, 8 visualizations, 7 moves like swimming, 6 healing sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds, 3 round platters, 2 birds
flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity.
On the 12th TCC class Justin Stone gave to me:
12 base drummers drumming, 11 lights lighten, 10 pulling taffies, 9 pounds of joy, 8 visualizations, 7 moves like swimming, 6 healing sounds, 5 counts of Jing, 4 passing clouds,
3 round platters, 2 birds flapping wings and rocking motion for all humanity (sung twice)
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Events

Seijaku accreditation

opening to the flow
of the Chi

With Pam towne, July 8–10, Portland, oregon
ComPileD By Daniel PienCiaK, hoWell, neW Jersey

t

he greatest joy and reward of hosting an accreditation is
the privilege of learning first hand the new insights gained
by those attending. the most beneficial insight into my
own Seijaku practice was this: being aware in the “resistance”
part of the movement of the abdominal muscles contracting, and
then letting go as we come out of the resistance.
this engagement of the “abs” is felt in regular t’ai Chi Chih
practice (without seijaku), but not as markedly. the value of this
insight has been understanding this tension (or contraction) in
relationship to the movement being done. in my regular tCC
practice, this slight contraction in the abdominal area is felt: (1)
when sinking in the up-down movements, (2) with the
weight on the back leg in forward-back movements,
and (3) in the middle of the weight shift on side-to-side
movements. When applying the seijaku principle, these
felt nuances remain subtly present, but the stronger
contraction or tension is felt in the middle of the resistance portion of the movement. the subsequent letting
go results in a wonderful release of tension and enjoyment of expansion in relaxation.
The key factor is not making any of this happen: there
is no deliberate tensing or contracting, but allowing it
to happen in the flow of the movement (as a
natural consequence of moving correctly). i
continue to understand more and more why
Justin stone so often emphasized bending one
leg and straightening the other, as this provides the foundation for the very powerful and
satisfying contraction and expansion principle.
Justin taught that awareness is the root of
TCC. the awareness of this tension/relaxation
(or contraction/expansion) has opened a whole
new and more fully satisfying experience in
my practice. it has also unleashed access to
the real power of the practice (tCC with or
without seijaku).

By Caroline guillot, laKe Charles, louisiana

i

t seemed as if everyone came to Carmen’s retreat ready to
learn, attentive to the flow of the Chi. even newcomers to
the t’ai Chi Chih movements seemed to understood and
feel the power of the practice. i remember when tCC was just a
notion to me of where to place my hands and feet. this retreat
added to that – it is so much more than that and it all comes
from within.
It’s a delight to see someone find his or her tan t’ien for the
first time, realize it and
feel it. one’s movements
automatically soften
and softness reverberates through the entire
body. it’s like a welcoming home. the “ahh,” the
softness of knowing as the
whole body says, “i knew
this all along.” of course,
it might not feel this way
in all of the movements.
We have to go back again
and again to the knowing of what we
felt in that instant, so the practice can
unfold to its full potential.

Top L to R: Dan Pienciak, Stacey Moore, Allan
MacNeil, Donna Aldous, Pam Towne. Bottom L to
R: Stephen Ryter, Joan Weaver, Banks Upshaw

one more valuable understanding has been
insight into how tension/relaxation differs
from contraction/expansion. i experience that the contraction/
expansion in the abdominal area happens as a physical response
of moving correctly (and adds to the softness and flow of tCC).
When applying the seijaku principle to the movements, the tension/contraction happens as a response to a mind experience, or
“imagination,” whether we feel the heavy air suddenly become
much heavier and thicker, or we are meeting up and facing our
demons and life resistances to break through them. this has
been a profound realization for me.
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retreat with Carmen Brocklehurst,
september 27-30, albuquerque, new mexico

someone felt a release in a movement
just by adjusting the wrist. someone
else discovered softness in the hands
when coming to a graceful conclusion. strong in the soles of our feet,
we experienced movements from the
inside out, from the tan t’ien outward,
revealing the rippling effect of a
complete let-go. it was so amazing.
this is really what tCC practice is
all about.

from a state of being and constantly
becoming, we find the truth about ourselves and it radiates
outward. We are nicer to ourselves and others, not because we
have to be but because that’s what happens when our true nature
reveals itself. Can we acknowledge it? Can we let ourselves fully
receive the gift of tCC? thank you, Justin stone, for your life and
the gift of tCC. thank you, Carmen, for continuing to share the
Chi with all of us. this retreat was an exceptional feast for the
body, mind and soul.
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Karmic Comments
New Video Clips Embedded Into The App
By popular request, good Karma Publishing is in the process of
adding long-lost footage of Justin stone performing each movement of t’ai Chi Chih to our app. it’s available on the ios platform (http://sutromedia.com/apps/tai_Chi_Chih) and android
(http://sutromedia.com/android/tai_Chi_Chih) for $9.95. now
that it contains both the photo text and video clips (two-for-theprice-of-one) download it before the price goes up.

“one of my students, who is probably older than we are, recently said she didn’t remember how to do the moves when she got
home. But guess what!?! i told her about the spankin’ new tCC
app! (i knew she was tech savvy because just the week before,
she had shown me a youtube video on her iPhone.) her whole
face lit up! i felt so 21st century. it was amazing. Because of
that interaction, i’m now going to email all my college students
about our tCC app.”
Kim grant, alBuquerque, nm

A Testimonial
as teacher april leffler of Prospect Park, Pennsylvania, reports:

Puzzle
CreateD By Jean marKey,
DallastoWn, PennsylVania

the lighter side

i

met some t’ai Chi Chih students at a practice in the Japanese gardens this summer. one nice
woman commented that her husband was very frustrated with some of the movements. i asked
her which ones, and she said, “oh you know, the one …. uh…. the one called “tofu.” i said,
“Pardon, what move?” she said, “tofu!” i smiled and said, “oh yes, the taffies!” then she smiled
and said, “yes, those!”
– linDa Braga, Castro Valley, California
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anchor taffy
around the Platter
around the Platter Variation
Balance
Brass Drum
Bird flaps its Wings
Bubbling spring
Carry the Ball to the side
Chi
Continuity
Cosmic Consciousness Pose
Daughter in the Valley
Daughter on the mountaintop
intrinsic energy
Joy through movement
Joyous Breath
Justin stone
light at the temple
light at the top of the head
Passing Clouds
Perpetual motion taffy
Pulling in the energy
Pulling taffy
Push Pull
rocking motion
serenity
six healing sounds
softness
tai Chi Chih
tan tien
Vital force
Wrist Circles taffy
Working the Pulley
yang
yin
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Contacts / Calendar / Subscribe
Contacts

Community Calendar

ORIGINATOR: Justin stone
GUIDE: sr. antonia Cooper, osf
99 harrison ave, north Plainfield, nJ 07060
908-370-3616 / antoniatCC9@aol.com

(for the most up-to-date info and event PDfs, visit www.taichichih.org)

DATE

TEACHER TRAINER: sandy mcalister
24835 second st, hayward, Ca 94541
510-582-2238 / mcalister19@comcast.net

WHAT & WHO

WHERE

CONTACT

nov 2-5 / Intensive with Pam / south mantoloking, nJ / Daniel Pienciak / 732-988-5573

-

TEACHER TRAINER: Pam towne Duncan
234 hoover st, oceanside, Ca 92054
760-722-9544 / pamtowne@gmail.com

2013

-

feb 26-mar 1 / Retreat with Antonia / santa Barbara, Ca / Pam towne / 760-722-9544
march 5-8 / Retreat with Antonia / santa Barbara, Ca / Pam towne / 760-722-9544

TEACHER TRAINER: Daniel Pienciak
Po Box 231, Bradley Beach, nJ 07720
732 988 5573 / wakeupdaniel@aol.com

may 7-12 / Teacher Accreditation with Sandy / aston, Pa / Daniel Pienciak / 732-988-5573

TEACHER RESOURCES:
see www.taichichih.org/teacher-resources/

aug 1-4 / TCC Teacher Conference / near minneapolis, mn / www.taichichih.org

may 8-12 / TCC Intensive with Pam / Prescott, aZ / hope spangler / 928-775-2010

aug 4-6 / Seijaku Teacher Accreditation / near minneapolis, mn / www.taichichih.org
THE VITAL FORCE:
P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque, nm 87199
vfjmembership@yahoo.com

aug 5-6 / Seijaku Heightened Awareness Class / near minneapolis, mn / www.taichichih.org
sep 25-29 / TCC Retreat with Antonia / Pecos, nm / ann rutherford / 505-292-5114

-

GOOD KARMA PUBLISHING, INC.:
P.o. Box 92426, albuquerque, nm 87199
888-540-7459 or 505-797-7300
sales@gkpub.com

-

MORE WORKSHOPS & RETREATS
(Postings here are open to all teachers offering events wholly devoted to tCC.)
nov 10 / TCC Workshop with Sharon Sirkis / marriottsville, mD / 410-730-1986

WEB SITE CHANGES:
changes@taichichih.org

nov 17 / TCC Workshop with Carmen Brocklehurst /
albuquerque, nm/ Judy hendricks / 505-897-3810

ARTWORK & PHOTO CREDITS:
Page 1, 3, 8-11, 12, 14-15, 19-20: Kim grant;
pg. 5: andrea Cole, Dale stuepfert, Carol
mockovak; pg. 6: Julia stapleton; pg. 7:
shari Kunz; pg. 12: “mu,” painting by Justin
f. stone, courtesy of Kim grant; pg. 17-18:
shari Kunz; pg. 22: Caroline guilott, Dan
Pienciak.

-

2013

-

facebook.com/taichichih
twitter.com/taichichih

apr 11-14 / TCC Retreat with Carmen Brocklehurst /
albuquerque, nm / Judy hendricks / 505-897-3810
sept 19-22 / TCC Retreat with Carmen Brocklehurst /
albuquerque, nm / Judy hendricks / 505-897-3810

youtube.com/tccabq
flickr.com/photos/taichichih

subscribe to The Vital Force
We encourage you to renew or subscribe on-line with a credit card by
visiting www.taichichih.org, where single back issues are also available.

CONTACT INFORMATION
name

VITAL FORCE SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
teachers are automatically included in the teacher Directory; please check
below if you do not want this.
( ) i Do not want to be listed in the teacher Directory or on the Web site.

________________________________________________

address ________________________________________________
City, state, Zip

________________________________________

Phone / email

________________________________________

Delivery in the u.s. ____ years at $40/year

$_____

Delivery outside the u.s. ____ years at $50/year

$_____

Donation for The Vital Force outreach, to maintain
www.taichichih.org or to help others subscribe

$_____

annual teacher Directory $20 (mailed in early february) $_____

TEACHER ACCREDITATION INFORMATION
Date you were accredited as a t’ai Chi Chih teacher
________
Date you were accredited as a seijaku teacher
________
name of the teacher who taught you t’ai Chi Chih
_______________________________________________________
name of “second signature”
_______________________________________________________

total amount enclosed

$_____

Please send a check or money order, payable to The Vital Force, to:
the Vital force, P.o. Box 92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674.
thank you!
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